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USING AN EVOLUTIONARY STRATEGY TO SOLVE
FREQUENCY ALLOCATION PROBLEMS
Min Chen, M.S.E.
Western Michigan University, 1996
Frequency allocation problem (FAP) is to assign radio frequencies to a
number ofstations subject to a number ofconstraints, so that the minimum
interference is suffered. FAP is NP-complete. In order to solve FAPs, there are
interference constraints to be satisfied. There are two constraints ofFAP which were
the focus ofthis study: (1) co-channel interference, (2) adjacent channel interference.
Evolutionary Strategies (ESs) are very efficient optimization algorithms
based upon the principles of adaptive selection found in nature. In this study, a (µ,A)
ES algorithm was implemented to solve instances ofFAP.
This thesis has demonstrated that an ES algorithm is able to find the optimum
or the near optimum solutions for FAPs. First, a small FAP was used to optimize the
parameters ofthe algorithm. Then, the optimized algorithm was used to solve three
real-world FAPs consisting of10, 20 or 50 stations respectively. All the solutions
were found on a SUN SPARC 1 workstation.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The radio spectrum is a vital but limited natural resource and the demand for
frequencies is outpacing the increase in the usable spectrum due to technological change.
It is therefore vital that the spectrum be managed in the most effective way possible. The
management of the spectrum would be eased if frequencies could always be assigned in
an optimum or near-optimum manner. However, the assignment of radio frequencies for
problems of a practical size remains a considerable challenge.
The main objective is to assign radio frequencies to a number of transmitters
subject to a number of constraints, such that minimum interference is suffered. Ideally
zero interference is desired, but given the limited region within which the transmitters
operate, a more reasonable goal is to minimize the interference for a fixed set of
frequencies. The problem is classified computationally as NP-complete [1]. Hence, there
is no known algorithm that can generate a guaranteed optimal solution in an execution
time that may be expressed as a finite polynomial of the problem dimension. Frequency
assignment problem (FAP) is a variation of the graph coloring problem [2].
There are two fundamentally different ways of attacking NP-complete problems.
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One is to accept exponential behavior but to seek as much improvement over exhaustive
search as possible. Computing methods based on exact algorithms and graph theory are
successful for small problems but out of the question for large problems. A second
approach is to abandon searching for the best solution and simply accept a good solution
found in a reasonable amount of time. An approximation algorithm, or heuristic,
generates a solution that is guaranteed to be close to the optimal one. Methods based on
the so-called sequential heuristics, which mimic the way the problem might be solved
manually, are fast enough for large problems but give results which are well short of the
best possible.
In this research, evolutionary strategies (ESs) are used to solve instances of the
frequency assignment problem. ES are based upon the principles of adaptive selection
in the natural world. Each generation (iteration) of the ES algorithm takes a population
of individuals (potential solutions) and modifies the genetic material (problem
parameters) to produce offspring (new solutions). Only the highest fit individuals (better
solutions) survive to produce new generations. ES have been successfully used to solve
various types of optimization problems.
The major contribution of this thesis is to show that an ES can efficiently find
good solutions to instances of the frequency assignment problem. Randomly generated
distance graphs were used to simulate the distribution of transmitters (stations). The
effect of the type of the genetic operators, the populations size, and the offspring size on
the efficiency of the ES algorithm were investigated through a small frequency
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assignment problem. The optimized algorithm was used to solve three real-world
frequency assignment problems. These problems consists of 10, 20 or 50 transmitters.
Solutions could be found on a SUN SPARCl workstation in 1.24, 8.8 and 532.7 seconds
respectively.
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter II gives an
introduction into other frequency assignment algorithms. In Chapter III, the principles
of the evolutionary strategy are explained. Chapter IV describes the type of interference
and constraints. A description of the ES algorithm can be found in Chapter V. Chapter
VI shows the results of the parameter optimization and the solution of the real-world
problems. Possible extensions of the research are discussed in Chapter VII.

CHAPTER II
RELATED RESEARCH
This section introduces frequency assignment procedures incorporating the use
of techniques based on the theory of graphs. The assignment of frequencies is subjected
to operational and electromagnetic compatibility constraints. The first section discusses
the nature of these constraints and some criteria that classify frequency assignment
problems. The rest of this chapter will be devoted to the generalized graph coloring
problems which are equivalent to frequency assignment problems. Using these
equivalences, well-known graph coloring algorithms and/or heuristics are applied to
frequency assignment problems.
Classification of Frequency Assignment Problems
Freedom of choice in frequency assignment is restricted by two classes of
constraints: operational constraints and electromagnetic compatibility constraints.
Operational constraints vary greatly from problem to problem. For example, in one
particular problem a certain frequency is required to be assigned to some specific
transmitters. Operational constraints are of the interest to applied research rather than
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basic research. The evaluation presented here does not take operational constraints into
account. Electromagnetic compatibility constraints, on the other hand, are potential
constraints in every frequency assignment problem, and thus are evaluated in each case.
Such constraints arise when performance criteria are applied to specific geographical
deployments of requirements. According to performance criteria and electromagnetic
compatibility constraints, the frequency assignment problems are grouped into categories
as following.
Minimum Span Assignment Problem
Traditionally, this means that the difference between the largest frequency and
the smallest frequency assigned to a given set of transmitters must be minimized.
Minimum-Order Assignment Problem
The number of frequencies used in an assignment is called its order. An
assignment problem in which the objective is to minimize not only the span of
assignment but its order as well. For an instance, a frequency set of <1, 2, 4, 5> has an
order of four.
Frequency-Distance Constrained Co-channel Assignment Problem
The assignment requires that transmitters assigned to the same channel be
separated by a distance greater than d.
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Frequency-Distance Constrained Adjacent Channel Assignment Problem
In practice, when a receiver tuned to a transmitter in location V cannot tolerate
the interference generated by adjacent channel transmitters which are in close physical
distance to the receiver, it is categorized as frequency-distance constrained adjacent
channel assignment problem.
Frequency Constrained Channel Assignment Problem
In broader scope, important exiting and potential problems do not use distance
separation to moderate interference. For instance, fixed distance separation plays no role
if the transmitters are mobile, if the transmitters are collocated, or if the distance between
transmitters is insignificant. Frequency constrained channel assignment problems contain
the corresponding frequency-distance constrained channel assignment problems as
subproblems [2].
Generalized Graph Coloring
Metzger [3] recognized that the classical node-coloring problem in graph theory
is equivalent to frequency assignment problems where only co-channel constraints are
involved. A graph is a set of nodes partially or completely interconnected by lines. In
coloring the graph, interconnected nodes may not be assigned the same color. The
objective is to find the minimum number of colors required to color all nodes. In the
frequency assignment problem, the nodes represent requirements and the lines connect
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pairs of requirements that cannot be assigned the same channel. The colors represent
channels. Hale later showed that each of the frequency constrained problems is
equivalent to a T-coloring problem and each of the frequency-distance constrained
problems is equivalent to a T-coloring problem restricted to a narrow subclass of the
class of all graphs. Suppose G is a graph and T is a ·set of nonnegative integers. A T
coloring of G is an assignment of a positive integer f(x) to each vertex x of G so that if

x and y are joined by an edge of G, then lf(x) - f(y) I is not in T. Applied in the frequency
assignment problem, the vertices of G are transmitters, and edge represents interference,
f(x) is a frequency assigned to x, and Tis a set of disallowed separations for frequencies

assigned to interfering transmitters. The goal is to seek a T-coloring which minimizes
either the number of different frequenciesf(x) used or the distance between the smallest
and largest frequency. Using recent results on the computational complexity of graph
coloring together with the equivalences between frequency assignment problems and
generalized graph coloring problems, Hale proved that each of the assignment problems
is NP-complete, and that some important subproblems of these problems have efficient
solutions [2].
Algorithms
Frequency-Exhaustive Technique and Requirement-Exhaustive Techniqye [4]
In the frequency-exhaustive technique, each requirement taken in some specified
order is assigned a channel. First, an attempt is made to assign channel 1. If this is not
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possible, an attempt is made to assign channel 2, and so forth, continuing until a channel
is eventually assigned. However, in the requirement-exhaustive technique, channel 1 is
assigned, wherever possible, to each requirement in turn on the list of requirements.
Then, channel 2 is assigned, wherever possible, to remaining unassigned requirements,
etc.
Uniform-Assignment Technique [4]
In the uniform-assignment technique, the distribution of channels is assigned as
evenly as possible. As each requirement is considered, an attempt is made to assign the
least used channel of those already assigned. If this is unsuccessful, an attempt is made
to assign the next least used channel, etc. If no assignment is possible within the channels
previously assigned, the next channel assigned is from the list of unused channels
available for assignment.
Max-select Technique [5]
In the Max-select technique, an attempt is made to reassign the most assigned
channel first in order to conserve the spectrum. If that is impossible, an attempt is made
to reassign the next most assigned channel, etc.
Minadd Technique [5]
In the Minadd technique, the idea of channel map is used. For each channel, the
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shaded areas are regions where reassignment of the channel is denied because of previous
assignments. It follows, in general, that assigning the channel whose map contains the
largest denied reassignment area will result, on the average, in the least additional loss
in spectrum space. At any attempt for assignment, the channel that adds least to the total
spectrum space committed is chosen.
Greedy Algorithm [6]
Given a T-coloring graph G, assigning frequency set f(x) to each vertex x of G,
order Vas x 1 , Xi, • • • ,xn. Pickf(x 1 )= 1. Having assignedf(x 1 ),f(x 2),•••,f(x k), let f(x k+i) be
the smallest channel so that f(x 1), f(� ), ... , f(x k) do not violate the

T-coloring

requirements.
Tahu Search and Simulated Annealing [7]
Given a finite set S of feasible solutions and a function f, we have to find a
solutions* in S for which the value f(s*) is minimum. Tabu search and simulated
annealing is an iterative procedure which moves step by step from an initial solution
towards a solution giving the minimum or as close as possible to the minimum of the
objective function considered (minimum number of channels assigned). Whenever a
feasible solution s has been reached, one simply moves to a feasible neighbor solution
s'. The choice of the neighbor solutions' differentiates tabu search from simulated
annealing.

In tabu search, a subset Vis a neighborhood consisting of some feasible
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solutions, is randomly generated and the best solutions' in Vbecomes the next current
feasible solution. To manage the forbidden modifications which could bring the search
back to a previously solution, a tabu list T and an aspiration function A are implemented.
The tabu list T keeps track of the reverses of the last modifications which have been
performed and forbids a new modification if it is in T. The aspiration function deals with
the rigidity of the tabu list which might hinder us from reaching solutions which have
never been reached before. In simulated annealing, only one neighbors' is generated at
each step of the procedure. Whenever the generated solution is better than the current
one, it is accepted. If it is worse, s' is accepted with a certain probability p which
depends onf(s),f(s') and a parameter t representing the "temperature" of the system. The
parameter is first set to a high value and is decreased gradually. The probability p also
decreases with the temperature. Initially the search process is rather random in the sense
that the percentage of worse neighbors accepted is high. Step by step, the acceptance rule
becomes stricter and only significantly good solutions are retained towards the end of the
algorithm.
Branch and Bound Al�orithm [7]
The branch and bound algorithm is also called the exact algorithm. At each step
of the coloring procedure, the saturation degree of an uncolored node xis the number of
forbidden colors for this node. Letx1,x.z, ... ,xn be a sorting of the nodes of a graph Gin
decreasing order of saturation degree. Let q denote the number of colors required by a
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sequential coloring of nodes X;, using the smallest possible number of colors at each step.
Variable q memorizes the largest number of colors used in the current best coloring.
After having colored xm the algorithm backtracks to node x*' where xkt 1 is the first node
that received qth color. The node xk is then given a color whose order is greater than its
current color but smaller than q. If such a color exists, nodes xkt 1 , •••,xn are reordered by
decreasing order of saturation degree and recolored sequentially. If at some stage a node
xP is reached, where the smallest possible order of the color is greater than or equal to
q, the algorithm backtracks to node xP- 1 and proceeds as before. If at a certain point all

the nodes can be colored, this means that a coloring in q' < q colors has been obtained.
In this case q is replaced by q' and as before the algorithm backtracks to the node whose
successor is the first node to have been colored q. If the smallest possible color for node
x1 is greater than or equal to q, then the algorithm stops. The current value of q minus 1

gives the minimum span of G.
Limitation of Classic Methods and Advantage of ES
The classic methods are usually successful in solving small size NP-complete
problems but out of the question for large problems. Methods like the greedy algorithm
succeeds in searching for local optimals but fails to find the global best. ES can avoid all
these limitations while giving results in a relatively short amount of time.
In ES, every point in the search space is an individual (solution). The ES uses a
population of m individuals to conduct the search for good frequency assignments.
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During each generation (iteration), the individuals are mutated to produce offspring. This

means the ES is simultaneously investigating several regions of the search space. This
greatly decreases the amount of time required to locate good assignments. The initial
population of individuals is randomly generated but, ideally, should be uniformly
distributed throughout the search space so that all regions may be explored. Each
individual in each generation is evaluated to determine its fitness. Individuals with high
fitness represent frequency assignments which satisfy more frequency assignment
requirements and violate fewer constraints. The ES terminates after a fixed number of
generations (7) have been produced and evaluated or earlier if an acceptable assignment
is found.

CHAPTER III
EVOLUTIONARY STRATEGIES
In our everyday life, problems are put into mathematical models and solved on
a computer. The speed of an algorithm will depend on the size of the inputs it processes.
It is computationally feasible when it always achieves its solution in iterations increasing
as a polynomial function of the input length. It is computationally infeasible when the
running time grows as an exponential function. When looking for more powerful tools
for NP-complete problems, engineers turned to nature. The idea to imitate basic
principles of natural process for optimum seeking procedures emerged more than three
decades ago. The first attempts to imitate principles of organic evolution on a computer
still resembled the iterative optimization methods known up to that time., ES was
invented by two students at the Technical University of Berlin, Ingo Rechenberg and
Hans-Paul Schwefel in 1963. Although these algorithms have proven to be robust and
efficient optimization tools, it is not until the last five years that they have caught the
attention of the researchers. A major advantage of ES is that they are not a priori limited
to certain types of problems. However, ES are weak computational methods [8]. If other
types of algorithms can be applied, like greedy or divide-and-conquer algorithms, they
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may be faster because they exploit specific properties in the structure of the problem to
find a solution. ES are only applied to NP-complete problems where finding an exact
solution in a reasonable amount of time is unlikely.
Description of ES
ES implements the principles of the adaptive selection found in nature. ES
attempts to improve the averagefitness of a population. A population consists of a set
of individuals, where each individual is a solution to the problem. The fitness of an
individual is a measure of a solution's quality. Through generations of mutation and
selection, only the highest fit individuals survive. The basic ES algorithm can be shown
below.
1.

Randomly generate a parent population ofµ individuals.

2.

Evaluate all parents to determine their fitness.

3.

Apply reproduction operators to create A offspring.

4.

Evaluate and keep theµ fittest individuals. Discard the rest.

5.

Go to step 3 unless an acceptable solution has been found or r generations

have been produced and evaluated.
The particular genetic encoding for an individual is referred to as the genotype.
New individuals are created by special operations (eg. mutation) which modifies the
genetic material. Decoding this genetic material gives the set of observed characteristics
of the individual which is referred to as the phenotype. In our case, the genotype consists
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of P integer lists which reflect the frequencies assigned to the P stations. The left-to-right
order of frequencies in a list indicates the order of stations. The phenotype is the resulting
assignment based on the allocation requirements and constraints. Search operations are
conducted at the genotype level, while selection for survival is done at the phenotype
level.
Continuous Parameter Optimization
ES has gone through its own evolution. Initially, ES was used to solve difficult
continuous real value parameter optimization problems [9]. At first, evolution strategies
consisted of only one individual in every population pool. Additionally, there was only
one genetic operator involved in the evolution process: mutation. The individual was
represented by a pair of floating point vectors, i.e., v = <x(t),a>. The first vector x
represents a point in the search space; o is a vector of standard deviations. The mutation
is accomplished by producing the next generation x(t+ 1) by:
x(t+ 1) = x(t) + N(O,a(t)),
where tis the t-th generation and N(O,a) is a vector of independent random Gaussian
numbers with mean of zero and standard deviations a(t). Despite the fact that there is one
individual per population, the strategy is called two-member evolution strategy or ( 1+ 1 )
ES. Based on the biological observation that smaller changes occur more likely than
bigger ones, one parent generates one offspring per generation by applying normally
distributed mutations. A child is selected only if it performs better than the parent and
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meets all constraints.
For sufficiently long search time, the global optimum can be achieved. The
convergence rate (the distance towards the optimum over the number of elapsed
generations) is a variable. To optimize the convergence rate, Rechenberg derived a "1/5
success rule":
The ratio 'tof successful mutations to all mutations should be 1/5. Increase the
variance of the mutation operator, if 'tis greater than 1/5; otherwise, decrease it.
a(t),

if 't(t) < 1/5,

a(t) = ci * a(t),

if 't(t) > 1/5,

Cd*

a(t),

if 't(t) = 1/5,

where 't(t) is the success ratio of the mutation operator during the last t generations, and
ci > 1, cd < 1 address the increase and decrease of the variance of the mutation.
Later Schwefel generalized these strategies to multimembered ES now denoted
by (µ+ 1)-ES, (µ+A)-ES and (µ,A)-ES. (µ+A)-ES is a natural expansion of(µ+1)-ES,
where µ parents produce A offspring instead of one. The new population of (µ+A) is
reduced to µ through selection. While in (µ,A)-ES, the selection process is only
implemented towards the A offspring (A > µ), which again picks a set ofµ good
individuals to reproduce. By accomplishing this, (µ,A)-ES limits the life of each
individual to one generation. In this research, we use the (µ,A)-ES method only.
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Genetic Operator
Some researchers concluded that the usage of more complex operators than
random mutation and hill-climbing (save and mutate the best) will not necessarily
improve the algorithm's convergence [10][11]. In multimembered ES, the mutation
control parameter a is no longer constant, nor is it determined by the 1/5 success rule;
it undergoes mutation process with x. After applying mutation to the parent (x(t),a(t)),
the result is a new offspring (x(t+1),a(t+ 1)):
a(t+I)= a(t) * eAN(0,11a),
x(t+I) =x(t) + N(O,a(t+I)),
where N(O, P) is a gaussian distributed random variable of zero mean and variance p.
In the next generation, a Gaussian Distribution is added to each vector x(t) during
an undirected mutation. With an "expectancy value" of O the parents will produce
offsprings similar to themselves on average.
Generation and Selection
During the mutation iteration, if any offspring does not satisfy the constraints,
then the offspring is discarded, and not put into a new population. Selection is based
solely upon fitness. If the rate of the occurrence of illegal offspring is high, the ESs can
reduce the stepsize of mutation by decreasing the components of the vector a. ESs
perform very well in numerical domains.
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Discrete Optimization
In recent years ESs have been successfully used to solve discrete optimization
problems such as the Traveling Salesman Problem [12] and Task Scheduling in
Distributed Computer Systems [13]. For such problems, the previously mentioned
adaption of mutation rates, etc. are not applicable as the genotype is not a vector of real
valued parameters. However, the basic ES concepts( e.g., adaptive mutation) are still
applicable in discrete optimization problems. FAP is of the class of optimization
problems. The ES implementation for the FAP is discussed in the next chapter.

CHAPTER IV
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The radio frequency assignment problem occurs in many military and civil
applications [14][15]. One is given a network of nodes (transmitters) and a set of
possible frequencies with which to operate these transmitters. The frequencies may be
chosen from a continuous band of frequencies or several sub-bands or, as considered
in this thesis, a set of discrete frequencies (usually about 100 in total for a realistically
sized problem). The transmitters, the number of which in a typically sized problem can
vary from several hundred to many thousands, have to be assigned frequencies,
satisfying a large number of constraints [16]. The form of these constraints can vary
but often is of the following type. For any two distinct nodes i and j with
corresponding assigned frequencies J; and iJ, then
value (e.g. lt;

- jI

�

lti

-

/;I should exceed some minimum

10). The concept of neighboring nodes can include such

characteristics as geographical closeness as well as electromagnetic considerations such
as propagation and transmission power which may result in incompatibility between
the frequencies assigned to the node pairs.
For many instances of the problem the number of constraints which have to be
satisfied to obtain an optimal frequency assignment is usually very large. Therefore,
19
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problems of this type appear to be very difficult to solve both theoretically and
practically. This is essentially because the number of possible assignments, which may
or may not satisfy the constraints, is very large. For instance, a problem of 100
frequencies and 500 nodes would have a search space of 500 100 •
The electromagnetic interference that can be arise between two communication
channels can be divided into two main types, co-site and far-site. The distinction
depends on the fact that transmitters or receivers are usually either within a few tens
of meters of each other, or several kilometers apart.
Co-Site Interference
This occurs when transmitters or receivers are at the same location. Technical
limitations in the construction of receivers mean that certain combinations of receiver
frequency and co-site transmitter are not permitted.

Co-Site Frequency Separation
Any pair of frequencies at a site must be separated by a certain fixed amount,
typically 500 kHz or 10 channels for a full 1000 site problem. If a channel is to be
used by a high power transmitter then its frequency separation should be larger, say
2 MHz or 40 channels. The constraint can therefore be of the form

lt; - _ti

= m,

where m refers to the number of channels' separation required between radio sites i
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andj.

Intermodulation Products
The second co-site constraints are aimed at intermodulation protection. These
occur when two or more signals mix in a non-linear-electrical system to form a third
(unwanted) frequency. If it happens to be close to the wanted frequency it may not be
filtered out and so will cause interference. The constraints corresponding to the worst
products are:

2J;-t * h

( two signal third order)

3/; - 2:[j * t

( two signal fifth order)

/;+:{j-fk*fi

( three signal third order)

2/; + :{j- 2fk * Ji

( three signal fifth order)

Far-Site Interference
This occurs between equipment that is separated by some distance. There are
two kind of constraints which arise from considering this type of interference.

Co-channel Constraints
This is the most important factor in the consideration of far-site interference.
A pair of communication circuits located at different sites must not be assigned the
same frequency unless they are sufficiently geographically separated. This gives rise
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to constraints of the form,
lsi - sj l * d(OJ,

where !Si -

Sil is the distance between the station S and S , and d(O) is the distance's
i

j

separation required to satisfy the co-channel constraints.
Adjacent Channel Constraints
When a transmitter and a victim receiver are tuned to similar frequencies
(normally within three channels of each other), there is still the potential for
interference. Therefore a number of constraints arise of the following form,
lsi - sj l > d(m)

for some value of m, where m is the number of channels' separation and d(m) is the
distance's separation required for m channels' separation.
In this thesis, we consider only co-channel constraints and adjacent channel
constraints. Other miscellaneous constraints are less important and therefore ignored.

CHAPTERV
ES IMPLEMENTATION OF FAP
This chapter demonstrates how the frequency assignment problem from chapter
IV is solved by applying ES. The algorithm was implemented in C++.
The genotype in ES implementation of FAP is encoded as an N integer list which
indicates the frequencies assigned to the N stations. The phenotype as the consequence
of an assignment according to the allocation constraints shows how many violations this
particular assignment incurs and how fit it is. The adaptive selection keeps the better fit
individuals in the search pool so that through generations of mutation and selection ES
achieves an optimal solution for the problem.
The general ES algorithm is implemented as such:
1.

Randomly create a population ofµ individual as parents.

2.

Calculate fitness of all parents, determine the best fit individual and call

it optimal.
3.

Apply genetic operators (described below) to generate ).=aµ offspring,

where rx is the number of offspring each parent produces.
4.

Calculate fitness of each offspring. Keep theµ best fit individuals as the

new parent population. Discard the rest. Update the optimal, if necessary.
23

5.

Repeat step 3 until r generations have been produced and evaluated, or

an acceptable solution has been found.
Initial Population
The parent generation consists of a population of random assignments. One
frequency is randomly picked from the set of M available frequencies and assigned to
one of the N stations. For each parent, the assignment starts from the first station in the
list and repeats N times until the last station is assigned. This method has the advantage
of producing a generic starting point for the evolutionary strategies.
Genetic Operators
The algorithm only utilizes mutation operators to produce offspring. No crossover
operators are used. There are many ways to implement mutation. In our ES
implementation of FAP, three types of mutation operators, swapping, duplicating, and
random_mutation operators, are used.
Swapping operator randomly selects two stations in the list and exchanges their
frequencies. The resulting new individual will likely demonstrate different
characteristics. For an example:
Individual:

<341357>

Offspring:

<341375>

The Duplicating operator randomly selects two stations in the list and assigns the
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frequency of the first selected station to the second one. Thus, both stations are assigned
the same frequency. For an example:
Individual:

<351375>

Offspring:

<351335>

The ES intends to decrease the number of different frequencies assigned to the stations,
when using the duplicating operator. As a result, the algorithm reduces the order of
frequency assignment.
The Random mutation operator randomly selects one station in the list. Then, it
arbitrary chooses one frequency from the given set of frequencies and assigns it to the
station. For an example:
Individual:

<713445>

Offspring:

<713745>

The Random mutation operator makes an incremental change in the genotype of an
individual in order to achieve some modification of the individual's characteristics. When
individuals in the population are far from being fit, bigger change in an individual's
genotype, which will likely speed up the evolution, therefore is desirable. The Adaptive
mutation operator is thus introduced into our ES and proven to be very effective in
speeding up the evolutionary progress. Let/,11ax be the fitness of an optimal individual and
n be the number of times the random mutation operator applied to an individual.
Fitness = 1/F, F is the fitness function.
n = [f,11ax ..,.. fitness7
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For an example:
Individual:

<331375>

fitness = 10.00

n=3

For givenf,,,ax = 4,

As a result of one adaptive mutation operation
Offspring:

<631435>
Computation of the Fitness

To determine the fitness of a frequency assignment, the number of violated
constraints is computed by simulation. The fitness is found by 1 /F, where F increases for
each assignment that does not satisfy one or more constraints.
Far-Site Interference
In our implementation of ES, only far-site interference is considered. There are
two types of constraint: co-channel constraints and adjacent channel constraints.
Co-channel constraints require that any pair of transmitters located at different
stations must not be assigned the same frequency unless they are apart from each other
a sufficient physical distance. The constraints take the form as shown below:
if Is; - s1 1 < d(OJ,
then
where

[/;-_ti* 0

IS; - � I is the distance of transmitters located at station Si and �' and d(O) is the

distance separation required to satisfy the co-channel constraints.
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Acijacent channel constraints require that any pair of transmitters within a certain
distance apart can not be assigned frequencies within m channels separation. The
constraints can be described as following:
if IS; -�I< d(m),
then

[/; -J; I > m

where IS; - S1 1 is the distance of transmitters located at station S; and�' and d(m) is the
required distance of separation in order to satisfy the adjacent channel constraints.
Fitness Function
Before computing the fitness for each individual, the fitness is set to 0, and F to
infinite. The fitness function is formulated to minimize several factors:
1.

number of violated co-channel constraints, viol_co;

2.

number of violated adjacent channel constraints, viol_adj;

3.

number of distinct frequencies used, order.

Therefore we minimize
F= a,*viol_co + a2 *viol_adj + a3 *order
where the a;'s are weights that reflect the relative importance of the various factors.
Because complying with the co-channel and adjacent channel constraints is considered
the most important goal of the global optimization, the parameters a 1 and a2 are weighted
heavier than a3• Reducing the order of frequency assignment is the secondary goal for the
global search in ES. In our implementation, a 1 = a2= 5 and a3= 1.

Selection of Offspring
Let µg denote the population at generation g. Each individual indiv[i] in µg
produces a offspring by application of a mutation operator a times. This creates a
collection of .11.=cxµ offspring. The fitness is computed for each offspring, which along
with the parents are then sorted according to fitness. Only the µ individuals with the
highest fitness are kept as the population of generation (g+ 1 ).
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CHAPTER VI
RESULTS
The efficiency of ES depends on various parameters (e.g. population size,
offspring size A and type of the genetic operations). It is difficult to optimize these
parameters theoretically. The relatively small frequency assignment problem, introduced
in example 2 of [2], was chosen to optimize parameters of the ES. The optimal values,
found with the small problem, were used to find the solutions for three real-world
problems. The problem in [2] consists of 6 stations. The real-world problems we consider
have 10, 20 or 50 stations. The ES was able to find an optimal solution for the small
assignment problem in 0.19 seconds of CPU time when run on a SUN SPARC 1
workstation.
Parameter Optimization
Figure 1 shows the distance (in miles) between any two stations in the frequency
assignment problem from [2]. There are seven frequencies used to assigned these six
stations. The frequencies are chosen from the set < 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7>. Both co-channel
and adjacent channel constraints are to be satisfied: d(0) = 3 and d(l) = 2.
That is:
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if Is; - sJ I � 3 , then I{; - J; I * 0
if Is; - sJ I � 2 , then I{; - J; I > 1
Two parameters were being optimized: (1) population size, (2) offspring size.

Figure 1. Distance Graph of the 6 Stations.
Population Size
The influence of the population size µ on convergence is shown in Figure 2. The
bigger the population size µ is, the fewer generations it takes ES to approach the optimal.
In the fitness function, F= a 1 *viol_co + a/viol_adj +a3 *order, set the parameters a 1 =
a2 = 5 and � = 1. When the fitness is equal to 4, the frequency assignment does not
violate any co-channel and adjacent channel constraints, and the order of frequency
assignment is four, which is an optimum solution for the problem. Figure 2 shows the
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average number of generations Ng required to find optimum frequency assignments for
the four different population sizes of 10, 20, 30, and 50. Table 1 compares the average
time that it takes to achieve an optimal solution for each of these four different sizes of
population. As a result, a small population converges after many more generations,
while a larger population converges within fewer generations but with possible longer
computation time. It is indicated that at population size of 30 the solution reaches an
optimal state within the shortest time.
Table 1
Convergence of Different Population Sizes
POPULATION SIZE(µ)
OFF SPRING(u )
Generations
Time (s)

10

20

30

50

30(3)

60(3)

90(3)

150(3)

16

7

6

5

0.63

0.25

0.22

0.29

Offspring Size
The offspring size ).,=uµ affects the way in which an optimal solution is reached.
Figure 3 shows the average number of generations Ng to find optimum assignments for
offspring sizes of 60, 90 and 150 with population size µ= 30. The bigger the offspring
A is, the fewer generations it takes ES to reach an optimal solution. Table 2 indicates that
when u= 3 it takes the least amount of time to achieve an optimum assignment. When
fitness is equal to 4, the assignment does not violate any given constraints and the order
of assignment is the minimum (equal to 4). From this we conclude a population size of
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30 with a. = 3 are suitable choices; we will use these values for the real-world problems
discussed below.
Table 2
Convergence of Different Offspring Sizes
POPULATION SIZE(µ)
OFF SPRING(a.)
Generations
Time (s)

30

30

30

60(2)

90(3)

150(5)

13

5

4

0.25

0.19

0.22

Real-World Problems
The ES found solutions to three real-world problems:
Pl.

10 stations with best solution ( 0 violations)= 4 frequencies;

P2.

20 stations with best solution ( 0 violations)= 7 frequencies;

P3.

50 stations with best solution ( 0 violations)= 10 frequencies.

The distance graph of the stations for each problem was randomly generated. Figure 4
is an example of a randomly generated distance graph for 5 stations within a 5 mile
radius.
Real-World Problem #1
In the real-world problem one, each individual in the population was assigned a
frequency from the frequency set <1, 2, 3, ......, 9, 10>. After going through generations
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Figure 4. A Randomly Generated Distance
Graph for Five Stations.
of mutation processes, the ES reached the optimal solution with no violation of co
channel and adjacent channel constraints. The minimum order of frequency assignment
for the optimal solution was 4, as shown in Figure 5. Table 3 indicates that the average
number of generations that required to reach the optimal assignment is 19 and the
average execution time to achieve the optimal result is 1.24 seconds.
Real World Problem #2
In the real-world problem two, the frequencies were picked from the set < 1, 2,
3, ......, 19,20>. Thus, a total of twenty frequencies were allowed to be used to assign the
twenty stations within a radius of twenty-five miles. The optimum solution was reached
at the average generation of 104 and it cost the ES an average of 8.80 seconds
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computation time. The minimum order ofassignment was 7 (as shown in Figure 6 and
Table 3).
Table 3
Summary of The Three Real-World Problems
Number of Stations
Number of Frequencies
Order of Assignment
Optimal Fitness
Average Generations
Computation Time(s)

10

20

10
4
4
19
1.24

20
7
7
104
8.8

50
(µ=30)
25
13
13
621
275.6

50

(µ =30)
25
12
12
1342
532.7

50
50
(µ=100) (µ=100)
25
25
13
12
12
13
389
187
261.5 524.8

Real-World Problem #3
In the real-world problem three, 25 frequencies were allowed for the assignment,
<1, 2, 3, ......, 24, 25>. The fifty stations were located within a fifty miles radius. By
using the population size of30 and ex = 3, it was observed that at the average ofthe 621th
generation the ES found an frequency assignment with the order of thirteen without any
violations of co-channel and adjacent channel constraints. The ES also was able to find
an optimum solution with the order of assignment equal to twelve and no violations
within an average of 1342 generations . During one run of the ES, at the 621th
generation, an optimum solution ofnine frequency assignment was found, which was an
abnormality. In the later runs of the ES, the population size was increased to 100
individuals per generation to expand the search space for the algorithm with the hope
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to reach a better solution. As shown in Figure 7 and Table 3, although by increasing the
population size, the ES converges to the optimum solution in fewer generations, it cost
the algorithm almost the same amount of time to achieve an optimal frequency
assignment as with population size of 30.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
This thesis has demonstrated that an ES algorithm is able to find the optimum
solutions for the frequency assignment problems. A small frequency assignment problem
was first taken from an example of the article [2], with an optimum solution already
known, the ES algorithm was tested and proven to be correct. Addition of the adaptive

mutation operator improved the convergence of an optimal solution in a great degree.
After having run the algorithm on the small frequency assignment problems many times,
by varying population size and offspring size, we showed that both parameters are major
factors affecting the convergence of the ES. It seems difficult to determine the optimal
population size and offspring size before running the ES, especially with the optimal
solution unknown. In generalµ should increase with large search spaces. However,
parameter optimization was realized through running the ES on the small frequency
assignment problem. The empirical result is that withµ= 30 and a= 3, the ES converges
in a reasonable amount of time. On a SUN SPARC 1 workstation, the small frequency
assignment problem with 6 stations can be solved in an average of 0.19 seconds of CPU
time. The optimized ES parameters were used to solve for three real-world frequency
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assignment problems with 10, 20 and 50 stations respectively. The ES can find solutions
to them in a small amount of time. Problems with up to 50 stations can be solved in less
than 9 minutes of CPU time on a SUN SPARC 1 workstation.
This work on the ES for frequency assignment problems can be extended in three
basic directions: (1) genetic operators for the ES, (2) co-site interference of the frequency
assignment problem, and (3) solving the general graphic coloring problem.
With respect to more genetic operators, no efficient recombination operator is yet
known so far. The performance of new genetic operators can only be tested by running
the ES for sample problems, but also by statistical methods as proposed in [17]. A
variation of ES can be run on a parallel computer with multiple ES algorithms [18], each
responsible for its own, different, population of individuals. Occasionally, an exchange
of individuals takes place between the various populations; for example, a small number
of the fitter individuals in one population replace the least fit individuals in another
population at set intervals. This allows for the migration and interaction of individuals
from distinct populations. Other selection methods than rank selection may also be
useful.
In this thesis, co-site constraints for frequency assignment problems were not
considered. If the co-site frequency separation is to be implemented, the data structure
of the algorithm may have to be modified. The alternative representation of individuals
in the population is by grouping together those sites assigned the same frequency. By
implementation of additional adjacent channel constraints and co-site constraints, the
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fitness function of the ES will be much complex. The different types of constraints have
to be weighted to reflect their relative importance, eg. satisfying the frequency separation
constraints is more critical than satisfying the adjacent channel constraints.
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